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Kite Lynx HD 8x30 & 10x30

  

SMALL SIZE, BIG IMPACT The Lynx HD is the best one can expect from all-round binoculars. With this instrument KITE combines optical
performance and comfort at the highest level. No more disadvantages, only advantages. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerKite Optics 

Description 

No more disadvantages, only advantages.The Lynx HD is designed to meet the requirements of any type of usage, but specially any type of
environment.For there is so much to see… The Lynx HD is compact, light and pleasant to hold. The extra-comfort eyecups, large focus wheel
and soft rubber armour contribute even more to the ease of use and comfort of these binoculars. The Lynx HD becomes entirely amazing when
one looks through them. The first thing that catches the eye is the extremely wide field of view of 151m/8x and 120m/10x. The optical high-
definition system delivers best resolution and contrast. Lenses and prisms are of highest quality and treated with KITE's latest technologies in
coating, offering you brilliant colour reproduction and an exceptionally bright image. The outer lens surfaces also feature KITE's new
PermaVision coating which makes them dirt-and water repellent, but also much more resistant to scratches than conventional lenses. Because
of the PermaVision coating lenses need a lot less maintenance and simply last much longer. But specially, they are always ready to look
through regardless of circumstances.

Ultra light and compact
unrivaled optical performance to dimension ratio
world leading field of view
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HD optical system
KITE PERMAVISION
KITE PERMARESIST
aluminum twist-up eyecups, self removable
air-cell comfort eyecup
KITE MHR Advance + coating
Awarded world’s best compact class binoculars
Fully waterproof and nitrogen filled
30y warranty
including lens covers, straps and pouch

 

 8X30 10X30
Magnification 8 10
Objective lens diameter (mm) 30 30
Exit pupil (mm) 3.75 3
Min. close focus (m) 1.35 1.3
Field of view (m/1000m) 151 120
eye relief (mm) 15 15
interpupillary distance (mm) 73-55 73-55
Height (mm) 120 120
max width (mm) 114 114
min width (mm) 96 96
Weight (g) 461 465
Twilight factor 15.5 17.3
waterproof yes yes
gas filled yes yes
warranty 30 30
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